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Abstract

We investigate theoretically and in the laboratory how the willingness to violate a

moral norm, implemented as taking money designated for donation, is influenced by

groups, voting rules and communication. In our model, we assume that, in addition to

the own monetary payoff, utility depends on pecuniary externalities, on internal moral

costs from violating a norm which can be reduced by the perception of shared respon-

sibility, and on social image concerns vis-à-vis moral partners. We compare majority

rules to and unanimity rules, where each group member has a veto right against the

norm violation. In addition, single decision-making is considered as a benchmark. Sup-

porting our hypotheses, the percentage of subjects voting for a transfer is highest under

the unanimity rule. This effect is so large that even the actual violation rate exceeds the

rate under the majority rule. Our findings thus suggest that unanimity rules against

the violation of moral norms should be implemented with caution. Communication

increases the percentage of group members voting identically and reduces the difference

between the voting rules.
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ment, donation
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1 Introduction

Motivation and main results

Recent laboratory experiments suggest that moral norms are more often violated

in groups and market settings than with individual decision-making [Falk and Szech

(2013); Muehlheusser et al. (2015); Kocher et al. (2017)] and that this can at least

partially be attributed to a diffusion of responsibility [Dana et al. (2007); Conrads

et al. (2013); Bartling et al. (2014)]. The experimental literature has identified various

factors moderating the degree of immoral behavior in group settings including seller

competition and information [Bartling et al. (2014)], social information [Irlenbusch and

Saxler (2015)] and the probability that the own decision is pivotal [Falk and Szech

(2017)]. We contribute to the literature by analyzing how the willingness to violate

moral norms in groups depends on the voting rule. We compare majority rules to

unanimity rules; both with and without prior communication. Under both rules, the

norm is either violated or not violated with certainty when the two group members

submit identical votes. In case of different votes, however, the voting rule matters:

Under the unanimity rule, each group member can veto the violation of the norm, so

that the moral outcome is the default in case of disagreement.1 By contrast, the norm

violation occurs with probability one half under the majority rule.2 As a benchmark,

we also consider single decision-making where the outcome depends solely on the own

decision. Our most important experimental finding is that the willingness to violate the

norm under the unanimity rule exceeds the one under the majority rule to such a large

degree that even the actual violation rate is significantly larger.3

Before running the experiment, we structure the different effects at work in a sim-

ple behavioral model. We assume that, in addition to the own monetary payoff, the

utility depends on three behavioral factors: First, participants assign positive values

to the monetary payoffs of other parties, so that they take externalities associated
1Falk and Tirole (2016) refer to this as individual veto power against the norm violation.
2Any other probability would mean that votes in favor and against the norm violation have different

weights, and would thus not be in line with the connotation of a majority rule in case of two group
members.

3This is notable as the veto right ceteris paribus reduces the violation rate by decreasing the violation
probability from one half to zero in case of different votes.
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with the violation of the norm into account (consequentialist or utilitarian perspec-

tive). Second, they have internal moral costs from taking an action they perceive as

immoral, even when disregarding actual externalities or social image concerns (these

non-consequentialist costs can be labeled as rule-based.4 Importantly, we assume in

addition that these internal moral costs are decreasing in the probability that the part-

ner could have avoided the immoral outcome. This seems to be a natural extension of

the concept of shared responsibility to voting rules and ensures that the degree of (per-

ceived) reduced responsibility in groups depends on the voting rule. Third, we assume

that subjects face social image concerns (or, used synonymously here, reputation costs)

vis-à-vis partners who obey the moral norm.5

The main hypothesis derived from our model is that the frequency of subjects voting

for the norm violation is higher under the unanimity than under the majority rule. Our

theoretical framework suggests two reasons for that: First, under the unanimity rule,

the partner could have prevented the immoral outcome with certainty by vetoing it.

This reduces the perception of the own responsibility compared to the majority rule.

Second, there are no reputation costs vis-à-vis moral partners as the violation of the

moral norm can only happen when the partner votes for it. Our hypothesis on the

comparison of the two voting rules, which is strongly supported by the experimental

results, is thus based on shared responsibility and on reputation costs which are higher

when the partner is perceived as honest. By contrast, the comparison of the two group

treatments to the single decision-making case turns out to be ambiguous in our model.

To see the factor at work, note first that, if the internal costs of violating the norm

could not be reduced through shared responsibility, then the violation rate would be

maximal with single decision-making. The reason is that, when saying ”yes” instead of

”no”, then the probability of getting the money increases from zero to 100%, which is not

the case in group settings. In our model, it hence depends on the relative importance

of shared responsibility compared to the expected marginal increase in payoffs whether
4Essentially, the utilitarian perspective in the tradition of Bentham (1789) defines immoral acts with

respect to their consequences on others, while the deontological or rule based-perspective describes
moral norms as imperatives that need to be obeyed irrespective of their consequences (see e.g. Elster
(1989); Krupka and Weber (2013); Alexander and Moore (2015); Falk and Tirole (2016).

5Our distinction between internal moral costs and social image concerns resembles the literature on
lying costs, which shows that the actual behavior can well be explained by a combination of internal
lying costs and reputation costs [Abeler et al. (2018)]. We follow the established terminology.
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voting for the norm violation is more frequent in groups or with single decision-making.

Experimentally, we find that the frequency is higher under the unanimity rule, while

there is no significant difference between singe-decision making and the majority rule.

While our paper mainly contributes to the literature on the moderators of immoral

behavior in groups, our findings also seem important from an applied perspective. In

many fields including e.g. project assignment in procurement auctions, voting mecha-

nisms in the European Union, shareholder voting or jury voting, different mechanisms

with different degrees of veto power are used. Many proposals in the European Union

require unanimity, but majority rules are also applied [Cheneval et al. (2015); Crombez

et al. (2016); Bouton et al. (2017)]. In procurement auctions, decisions are sometimes

made by two officials acting in concert after having communicated, but often also based

on independent evaluations with veto power for each participant [OECD (2008); Shikora

(2011)]. Falk and Tirole (2016) in section 6 discuss various settings such as unethical

accounting or insufficient risk management where each participant can veto the immoral

outcome. While participants do not actually ”vote” in these cases, the concept of veto

power still applies. Intuitively, one might assume that veto power reduces the risk of

immoral outcomes as one subject is sufficient to prevent it. Our results, however, sug-

gest that unanimity requirements for the violation of moral norms may backfire to such

a large degree that even the actual violation rate is larger.

In our experiment, the violation of the moral norm is implemented by the possibility

to transfer money designated for donation to SOS Kinderdorf (SOS Children’s Villages)

to the own account.6 Many papers demonstrated that donation is seen as prosocial

behavior [Ariely et al. (2009); Bénabou and Tirole (2010); Myers (2013); Cojoc and

Stoian (2014)], so that donation settings are often applied in experiments on norm

violations [Kirchler et al. (2015); Casal et al. (2017); Feess et al. (2018)]. Donation

experiments can be seen as complementary to experiments on misreporting privately

observable outcomes from random draws, e.g. from throwing a die or flipping a coin

[Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi (2013); Abeler et al. (2018); Garbarino et al. (2016); Feess

and Kerzenmacher (2018)](Gneezy et al., 2016). While taking the money designated for
6In Germany, where the experiment was conducted, SOS Kinderdorf is one of the best-known and

most highly esteemed donation agencies. It is purpose is to support children and families in the poorest
regions of the world.
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donation causes real negative consequences for people in need, lying has no real negative

consequences; it just transfers money from the experimenter to the own account [Meub

et al. (2016)]. Thus, lying is immoral from a rule-based, but not necessarily from a

utilitarian perspective.

Relation to the literature

The literature on norm violation comparing group behavior to single decision-making

has pointed to countervailing effects. On the one hand, social image concerns are likely

to be more important when not only the experimenter, but also other participants get

an up-date on the own behavior [Benabou and Tirole (2012); Bénabou (2012); Falk

and Tirole (2016)]. Social image concerns, also referred to as reputation costs in most

lying experiments [Abeler et al. (2018)] are thus likely to reduce norm violations in

groups compared to single decision-making. In our model, we assume that social image

concerns are more important when the partner is perceived as moral, and this is one of

the drivers for our hypothesis that violation frequencies are larger under the unanimity

rule. On the other hand, group decisions lead to the perception of reduced responsibility,

and experiments suggest that this effect dominates social image concerns.7

For group decisions, it is useful to distinguish between two settings. In the first

setting, group members act in concert by submitting a jointly reached decision to the

experimenter. This is often implemented for lying experiments, in which the group

members can misreport their private information on the outcome of a random draw

from throwing a die or flipping a coin to the experimenter. These experiments typi-

cally find that misreporting is more frequent in groups [Chytilova and Korbel (2014);

Muehlheusser et al. (2015); Kocher et al. (2017)]. Similar results in other contexts are

reported by Ellman and Pezanis-Christou (2010) and Gino et al. (2013a).

In the second setting, which is usually applied in experiments on the willingness for

imposing negative externalities on third parties, subjects decide independently and the

outcome depends on the decisions of all participants. In the bilateral bargaining setting

considered by Falk and Szech (2013), each team member has individual veto power,

and the willingness to trigger a negative externality turns out to be larger compared
7See Charness and Sutter (2012) and Kugler et al. (2012) for more general surveys on how individual

behavior changes in groups.
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to the individual setting.8 Hamman et al. (2010); Bartling and Fischbacher (2011);

Oexl and Grossman (2013) find that the possibility of delegating potentially immoral

decisions leads to a more selfish behavior. Comparable group effects are found by

Bartling et al. (2014); Irlenbusch and Saxler (2015) and Falk and Szech (2017). The

effects of shared responsibility are found to be reinforced by self-serving interpretations

about what constitutes immoral behavior at all (see the reviews by Ayal and Gino

(2011) and Dana et al. (2007).9 In our model, we account for reduced responsibility

by assuming that moral concerns are lower when the partner could have prevented the

immoral outcome.

Any subject can unilaterally veto the transfer of the money in the unanimity rule,

and is thus pivotal if the partner votes for a transfer. Falk and Tirole (2016) predict

that participants may be reluctant to fully impose their own preferences on other group

members, and may thus dislike having the pivotal vote when deciding on a group out-

come. This is supported by Gerber et al. (2013) who consider a voluntary contribution

mechanism where group members need to vote on forming an institution. If the insti-

tution is formed, then each member is obliged to fully invest their endowment. They

find that the unanimity rule increases the percentage of participants voting for the in-

stitution, i.e. participants do not make use of their veto power. In this sense, their

finding is similar to our result that voting against a transfer is far less often observed

with individual veto power.

In addition to comparing the unanimity and the majority rule, we examine the

impact of communication. Intuitively, one should assume that the difference between

the two voting rules shrinks with communication as it becomes more difficult to hide

behind the partner’s voting power after having discussed the issue in a chat window.

This intuition is confirmed by our data. In Kocher et al. (2017), both group members

observe the same die roll and report numbers with or without communication. In one
8In their treatment on bilateral bargaining implemented by a standard double auction, a mouse is

saved from being killed, which constitutes the default, if and only if two participants agree on a split
of twenty Euros. More mice are killed compared to the individual setting.

9Moral concerns in groups are found to be further diminished when the norm violation benefits other
group members, which is also the case in our two group settings [Wiltermuth (2011); Erat and Gneezy
(2012); Gino et al. (2013b); Danilov et al. (2013); Weisel and Shalvi (2015)]. See also the overview on
corruption experiments in Bobkova and Egbert (2013). Gächter et al. (2017), however, find that the
behavior of other subjects has a strong impact on what is viewed as morally appropriate in a dictator
game, but only a rather limited impact on the actual own behavior.
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treatment, they find that communication increases lying in a setting where not only

the reports are submitted individually, but where even the own payoff is independent of

the other group member’s report. Thus, communication itself reduces moral concerns.

In another treatment, participants receive a positive payoff if and only if they report

the same number. This payment scheme leads to a lying frequency of almost 90%

with a clear majority reporting the payoff-maximizing number. Thus, as in Falk and

Szech (2013), the necessity of reaching an agreement serves as a device to coordinate

on the payoff maximizing outcome.10 In line with the perspective of communication as

a coordination device, we find that communication increases the percentage of teams in

which both members submit identical votes.

Our model including internal violation costs, shared responsibility and reputation

concerns vis-à-vis moral partners is related to the theoretical frameworks by Falk and

Tirole (2016) and Rothenhäusler et al. (2018). Falk and Tirole (2016), who refer to

shared responsibility as the ”sub-additivity of responsibility”, develop a model in which

the ranking among groups and single decision-making depends on the details of the

payoff structure, the division of decision rights, and the (equilibrium) impact of decisions

on the likelihood of an immoral outcome. The model by Rothenhäusler et al. (2018)

analyzes voting in a public game and varies the number of participants required for

triggering the immoral outcome. Also focusing on shared responsibility, they show that

subjects are more willing to vote for the immoral outcome if the threshold increases. The

basic intuition is that subjects know that they can only be pivotal if many others vote for

the norm violation as well, which then increases the perception of shared responsibility.

As in our model, an important assumption is that the perceived level of guilt depends

on whether the immoral outcome is reached; we will get back to this in the end of our

model section.

Overall, while the literature so far considers a rich variety of factors influencing

the willingness of violating moral norms, we are not aware of experimental papers

comparing different voting rules, which we hence regard as the main contribution of our

paper. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the
10Other papers also find that communication in groups tends to increase selfishness [Bornstein et al.

(2004); Maciejovsky et al. (2013)]
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model and derives our hypotheses. The experimental design is described in section 3.

Section 4 presents our results. We conclude, discuss limitations and point to further

research in section 5.

2 Model and Hypotheses

Model and core hypothesis. We consider a behavioral model with two subjects.

Each subject can vote for or against transferring an amount of money designated for

donation to the own account. As in the experiment, we assume that the amount at stake

per capita is the same in all settings. This implies that losses to the donation agency

are twice as high in group settings compared to single decision-making. We assume that

the actual benefit of the money is largest for the donation agency, so that a utilitarian

social planner would prevent the transfer. We assume the following preferences:

• Subjects put weight one on their own monetary payoff. They value gains for their

partner by vP and for the donation agency by vD, where we assume vP , vD ≤ 1.

Thus, subjects care weakly more about their own payoff.

• Social image concerns (negative reputation effects) vis-à-vis partners are denoted

by m and arise only when the money is actually transferred and when the partner

is assumed to have voted against a transfer. Thus, subjects have no image concerns

vis-à-vis partners who themselves violated the moral norm.11

• Internal moral costs due to a feeling of guilt or responsibility are denoted t and

arise when voting for a transfer and when the transfer occurs. However, t is

reduced by the perception of ”shared responsibility” when the partner could have

avoided the norm violation. Specifically, we assume that the disutility in group

settings shrinks to (1− lp) t, where p is the probability that the norm violation

would not have occurred if the partner had voted against it. l ≤ 1 is a parameter

that expresses the perceived degree in the reduction of responsibility for any p

11The only thing that counts in our model is that image concerns vis-à-vis moral partners are larger.
We neglect image concerns towards the experimenter as the own vote was observable to us. These
reputation costs are thus the same in all treatments and would cancel out when comparing the different
settings.
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given.

Summing up, the propensity to violate the moral norm depends on the weights

put on externalities, on the perceived reduction in responsibility in groups, and on

image concerns vis-à-vis moral partners. We assume that subjects differ only in their

internal moral costs t ∈ [0, tmax], which are distributed with continuous density f(t)

and cumulative distribution F (t) with full support on [0, tmax].

In the single decision-making case (rule S), each player’s decision fully determines

whether the money is transferred or not, so that there is no interdependency. The utility

when taking the money is12

US
Y = (1− vD)− t,

since the donation agency’s payoff is weighted with vD and because there are neither

reputation costs vis-à-vis a partner nor shared responsibility. As the utility is zero when

not taking the money,13 the critical threshold t̃U such that subjects vote for a transfer

if and only if t ≤ t̃U is given by

t̃S = (1− vD) .

Straightforwardly, the money is more likely to be taken when the weight put on the

donation agency (vD) and (direct) moral costs (t) are low.

Under the unanimity rule (rule U), the money is transferred if and only if both vote

for it. Thus, utility is zero when voting against a transfer. When voting for a transfer,

expected utility is

UU
Y = F

(
t̃U
)

[(1 + vP − 2vD)− (1− l) t]

where F
(
t̃U
)
denotes the probability that the partner votes for a transfer. If so,

the first part in squared brackets captures the weights put on the three parties’ payoffs.

Internal moral costs of violating the norm are now reduced to (1− l) t, because the other

participant could have avoided the immoral outcome by vetoing it (thus p = 1). Subjects
12Superscript ”S” expresses single decision-making, and subscript ”Y” expresses voting ”Yes”.
13Adding a positive utility from warm glow when not taking the money would express the same as

internal moral costs t.
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can hence fully exploit this self-conforming excuse to downplay the own responsibility.

Furthermore, there are no reputation costs vis-à-vis moral partners as the money can

only be taken if the partner also votes for it.

If subjects care largely about the donation agency (i.e. if vD is high) and hardly

about the partner (i.e. if vP is low), then (1 + vP − 2vD) may be negative, so that even

subjects with t = 0 would not vote for a transfer. To avoid this uninteresting case, we

assume that (1 + vP − 2vD) > 0. Taking into account that utility is zero when voting

against a transfer, the threshold is then

t̃U =
(1 + vP − 2vD)

1− l
.

The threshold is independent of the type distribution f (t) since, in case of a transfer,

one knows with certainty that the partner has also voted for it.14 The willingness to

vote for a transfer increases in the parameter l which expresses the reduction in moral

costs due to the perception of shared responsibility.

The majority rule (rule M) differs from the unanimity rule only in case of different

votes, where we assume that a transfer happens with 50% probability. Thus, the money

may also be transferred when voting against it. When voting for a transfer, expected

utility is

UM
Y = F

(
t̃M
) [

(1 + vP − 2vD)−
(

1− 1

2
l

)
t

]
+
[
1− F

(
t̃M
)] 1

2
[1 + vP − 2vD − t−m] .

With probability F
(
t̃M
)
, the partner also votes for a transfer, which then takes

place with certainty. As the partner could have reduced the transfer probability to

1
2 by voting against it, perceived responsibility is reduced to

(
1− 1

2 l
)
t. Furthermore,

there are no image costs in this case. With probability 1 − F
(
t̃M
)
, the partner votes

against the transfer, which then occurs with probability 1
2 . As the partner already did

her best to reduce the transfer probability, moral costs are maximum. Finally, there are

reputation costs m vis-à-vis the moral partner.
14Note that this independency also follows from our assumption that moral costs arise only when the

money is actually transferred.
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When voting against the transfer, expected utility is

UM
Y = F

(
t̃M
) 1

2
[1 + vP − 2vD] .

With probability F
(
t̃M
)
, the partner votes for a transfer, which then happens with

probability 1
2 . There are neither moral costs nor social image concerns.

After simplifying, the difference in expected utilities when voting for and against a

transfer can be written as15

∆UM ≡ UM
Y −UM

N =
1

2
(1 + vP − 2vD)−F

(
t̃M
)(

1− 1

2
l

)
t−
[
1− F

(
t̃M
)] 1

2
(t + m) ,

where setting t = t̃M implicitly defines the critical threshold such that subjects

vote for the transfer if t ≤ t̃M . Note that the first part shows that, irrespective of the

partner’s vote, the transfer probability when voting for a transfer increases by 1
2 .

For the two group treatments, we apply symmetric Bayesian Nash Equilibrium as

a solution concept. Comparing the two group voting rules yields our main result and

hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (Voting rules)

The frequency of participants voting for a transfer is higher under the unanimity

rule than under the majority rule, i.e. t̃M < t̃U .

The proof of Result 1 shows that the threshold value t̃M such that all subjects with

preference costs of t ≤ t̃M vote for transfers is strictly larger under the unanimity rule.

There are two reasons for that: First, when getting the money under the unanimity

rule, one can fully blame the partner for not having avoided the transfer. The perceived

responsibility thus decreases to its minimum level (1− l) t. Second, there are no image

concerns as the partner must also have voted for a transfer in case one gets the money.16

The hypothesis derived from our model is thus that more subjects vote for a transfer
15This will be shown as part of the proof for the result derived below.
16Note that someone voting against a transfer could not get an up-date on the partner’s behavior

anyway as her veto fully determines the outcome.
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under the unanimity compared to the majority rule .

Turning next to the comparison of rules U and S, we see that

t̃U > t̃S ⇔ vP − vD + l (1 + vD) > 0,

which is in general ambiguous. If there is no reduction in perceived responsibility

(l = 0), then the norm would be more often violated in the unanimity setting if and only

if one cares (weakly) less about the donation agency than about the partner. However,

if the perception of shared responsibility is sufficiently large, then the norm is more

often violated under rule U also for vP < vD.

Before we turn to additional hypotheses that do not emerge from our model but

are based on the previous literature, an important point to note is that a model where

subjects care only about their monetary payment and face moral costs of c whenever

they vote for the immoral outcome would lead to different predictions. When taking

the money in the single decision-making case, the utility is then US
Y = 1− c, compared

to UU
Y = F

(
t̃M
)
− c under the unanimity rule. As the utility is zero in both settings

when voting against a transfer, such a simplified behavioral model predicts that the

frequency of subjects voting for a transfer is larger with single decision-making. The

reason is straightforward: When moral costs arise whenever one votes for a transfer,

then the only difference in the objective function with single decision-making to group

voting is that one gets the money with certainty in the single decision-making case,

but only with some probability in the group treatments. This case is discussed in the

chapter 6 of Falk and Tirole (2016). Furthermore, the comparison of the two group

voting rules is ambiguous in such a model as the change in the expected utility when

voting for instead of against a transfer under the majority rule is ∆M = 1
2 − c. Thus,

the frequency would be larger under the unanimity rule if and only if F
(
t̃M
)
> 1

2 . Our

experimental findings hence support the view that the reduction in the perceived own

responsibility due to the possibility to blame partners for the immoral outcome is an

important factor (see the findings in Falk and Szech (2013).
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Additional hypotheses. While our model allows to predict the ranking between the

unanimity and the majority rule, the comparison between groups and single decision-

making is ambiguous. As the comparison between the two group voting rules is the

core of our paper, we do not want to impose additional (restrictive and questionable)

assumptions that yield clear-cut results also for the comparison of groups to single

decision-making or for the impact of communication. The literature discussed in the

introduction, however, suggests the following additional hypotheses:

Hypothesis 2 (Unanimity and single decision-making)

The frequency of participants voting for a transfer is higher under the unanimity

rule than under single decision-making.

Hypothesis 2 is based on the large experimental literature on shared responsibility,

which is maximal under the unanimity rule. By contrast, neither our model nor the

literature review yields a hypothesis for the comparison of the majority rule to single

decision-making: On the one hand, shared responsibility, though lower than under

rule U , may still be important enough to increase the frequency compared to single

decision-making. But on the other hand, there are now also image concerns towards

moral partners, which cannot arise under the unanimity rule.

In the group treatments of our experiment, we apply a two-by-two design with

respect to voting rules and communication. The literature discussed in the introduction

suggests that communication increases the incentive to maximize the joint payoff at the

expense of the donation agency (Hypothesis 3a). Furthermore, communication is likely

to reduce the difference between the two group voting rules as it yields an up-date on

the partner’s intention, which makes it more difficult to reduce the perceived level of

own responsibility. And as this reduction in perceived responsibility is more important

under the unanimity rule, we hypothesize that communication reduces the difference

of the two voting rules (Hypothesis 3b). Third, communication is likely to serve as a

coordination device (Hypothesis 3c), which should increase the percentage of identical

votes.

Summing up, we get
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Hypothesis 3 (Communication)

H3a) Communication increases the frequency of subjects voting for a transfer.

H3b) Communication reduces the difference between the majority rule and the una-

nimity rule.

H3c) Communication increases the frequency of identical votes.

Finally, under all treatments, it seems reasonable to predict that the violation fre-

quency decreases in the acceptance towards SOS Kinderdorf.17

Hypothesis 4 (Trust in SOS Kinderdorf)

The probability that a subject votes for a transfer decreases in the level of trust in

SOS Kinderdorf.

Proof of t̃M < t̃U (Hypothesis 1). Recall that the threshold under the unanimity

rule is t̃U = (1+vP−2vD)
1−l , which is independent of f (t). Under the majority rule, we

cannot solve explicitly for the threshold without assumptions on the distribution over

types. As we want to prove that t̃M < t̃U (less people vote for transfers under the

majority rule), we need to consider the maximum possible t̃M . Recall from the text

that

∆UM ≡ UM
Y − UM

N =
1

2
(1 + vP − 2vD)− F

(
t̃M
)(

1− 1

2
l

)
t−

[
1− F

(
t̃M
)] 1

2
(t + m)

=
1

2
(1 + vP − 2vD)− F

(
t̃M
) [(

1− 1

2
l

)
t +

1

2
(t + m)

]
− 1

1

2
(t + m) ,

where the threshold t̃M is implicitly given by ∆UM = 0 when setting t = t̃M . ∆UM

weakly increases in F
(
t̃M
)
if
(
1− 1

2 l
)
t ≤ 1

2 (t + m) and decreases in F
(
t̃M
)
otherwise.

Thus, the maximum threshold t̃M is implicitly given by either ∆UM
(
F
(
t̃M
)
→ 1

)
or

∆UM
(
F
(
t̃M
)
→ 0

)
. We get

∆UM
(
F
(
t̃M
)
→ 1

)
=

1

2
(1 + vP − 2vD)−

(
1− 1

2
l

)
t

17Note also that Hypotheses 4 can easily be derived from our model when considering the impact of
vD on the thresholds t̃ under the three rules.
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and

∆UM
(
F
(
t̃M
)
→ 0

)
=

1

2
(1 + vP − 2vD)− 1

2
(t + m) .

Setting ∆UM
(
F
(
t̃M
)
→ 1

)
= ∆UM

(
F
(
t̃M
)
→ 0

)
= 0 and solving for t̃M yields

the thresholds

t̃M
(
F
(
t̃M
)
→ 1

)
=

(1 + vP − 2vD)

2− l
, t̃M

(
F
(
t̃M
)
→ 0

)
= (1 + vP − 2vD)−m,

so that the threshold t̃M is bounded above by

t̃Mmax = max

(
(1 + vP − 2vD)

2− l
, (1 + vP − 2vD)−m

)
.

The result now follows from t̃Mmax < t̃U = (1+vP−2vD)
1−l . �

3 Experimental design

Subjects were recruited through the Frankfurt School of Finance and Management (FS)

experimental economics participant pool. The experiment was computer based and

programmed with zTree [Fischbacher (2007)]. Each subject participated in only one

treatment as the decision in one setting might otherwise influence decisions in other

settings, so that we would have had to control for all order effects. We hence restrict

attention to a between-subject design.

——————— INSERT TABLES I AND II ABOUT HERE ———————-

Overall, 186 subjects participated in the experiment (see Table I for the distribution

among the different treatments). We ensured that the gender composition was close to

50-50 in each treatment as we were also interested in gender effects. On average, sessions

lasted for about 45 minutes and participants earned 11.62 Euros, including a show-up

fee of five Euros (see tables I and II for the distribution of subjects among treatments
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and their respective earnings). We used Experimental Currency Units (ECU) with an

exchange rate of 1 ECU = 5 Eurocent. The same instructor read aloud the instructions

in each session.

We implemented the potential violation of a moral norm by the opportunity to take

pre-specified amounts designated for donation to the charity SOS Kinderdorf, a very

well-known and highly respected NGO in Germany. We avoided any explicit refer-

ence to the violation of norms by labelling decisions as the ”transfer of money to the

own account”. The experiment consisted of one single decision-making and four group

treatments, which the participants were randomly assigned to. In the single decision

treatment, each participant had to decide on a transfer for three possible amounts; a

low amount of 20 ECU, an intermediate amount of 50 ECU and a high amount of 100

ECU (see the screen shot, English translation of the instructions and the original in-

structions in the Appendices A, B and C respectively). Participants learned that each

of those three amounts would be paid out with the same probability of one third. We

ensured that participants understood that the money they did not take would in fact

be donated; depending on whether 20, 50 or 100 ECU would be paid out.

—————————— INSERT TABLE III ABOUT HERE ——————————

For voting rules and communication, we applied a two-by-two design as shown in

table III.

The amounts that could be transferred were the same as with single decision mak-

ing, multiplied by two in order to ensure that the stake per capita is the same in all

treatments. Thus, participants could vote for taking 40, 100 and 200 ECU designated

for donation, which would then be equally split between them.

In the two no-communication treatments, each participant just indicated on the

screen whether she votes for or against a transfer. The decision sheets included all

three amounts at once.18 In the two communication treatments, the two group members
18We let the participants choose for three different amounts as we are interested in how the amount

affects the willingness to violate the norm, and whether most participants would make the same decision
for all three amounts. In order to avoid simultaneous decisions which may be interdependent, we have
also thought about letting participants choose any amount between 0 and 200. But then, we would
have needed to specify which amount would actually be transferred if participant A wants to take e.g.
10 ECU, while participant B votes for 190 ECU. Taking the average of 100 ECU does not make sense
as participant A might have wished to veto such a high amount.
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could communicate for three minutes in a chat window. After the chat, however, each

group member eventually voted independently for or against a transfer of money, again

separated for each of the three amounts.

In all four group treatments, a transfer took place if both participants voted for it,

and the money was donated in case both voted against it. In case of different votes,

the transfer was blocked with certainty in the unanimity rule. In the majority rule,

a transfer took place with 50% probability. In any case, the monetary payoff of the

two group members was the same; regardless of who voted for or against the transfer.

Participants did not learn the actual vote of the other group member.

After the experiment, participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire including

demographics, study subject, life satisfaction, and whether they trust SOS Kinderdorf

or not. Asking for the trust in SOS Kinderdorf after the actual decisions bears the risk

of ex post-rationalizations of the own behavior by announcing a low trust in the charity

agency, but as asking in advance might have influenced decisions, we needed to stick to

this order.

4 Results

In all treatments, the number of participants was between 36 and 38. Figure 1 shows

the percentage of participants voting for a transfer in the five treatments (see table IV

for the exact numbers in all treatments and for all amounts).

—————————- INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE —————————–

The most important result is that the percentage is far higher for the unanimity

rule: Aggregating over all amounts, 78.5% of all participants in the two unanimity

groups vote for a transfer, compared to only 50.5% in the two majority treatments (the

two-sided Fisher’s exact test value is less than 0.000, which is used for all comparisons

between treatments). When considering both voting rules together, then there is almost

no difference between the voting frequencies with and without communication as (65.8%

compared to 64%, Fisher’s exact test value is 0.766). However, communication reduces

the frequency of intended transfers under the unanimity rule from 92.1% to 73.7%
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(Fisher’s exact test value is 0.197) but increases it from 50% to 63.9% under the majority

rule (Fisher’s exact test value is 0.102). This is in line with the idea that veto rules

reduce the perception of own responsibility due to the fact that the partner could have

avoided the transfer with certainty. If one learns from communication that the partner is

unlikely to do so, this excuse becomes less important. By contrast, the marginal impact

of the own vote on the actual transfer probability is independent of the partnerâĂŹs

vote under the majority rule.

With 57%, the frequency in the single decision making treatment is between those

for the unanimity and the majority rule (Fisher’s exact test values are 0.000 and 0.297,

respectively). In all treatments, the highest amount is taken less often: aggregated

over all five treatments, the frequencies are 69.4% for the two lower amounts compared

to only 51.1% for the highest transfer of 100 ECU. Table IV provides a more detailed

description on how the votes of the participants differ for the three amounts.

—————————- INSERT TABLE IV ABOUT HERE —————————-

In addition, it turns out that 64% of the participants voted for either ”yes” or ”no”

in all three amounts, and these percentages are neither influenced by the voting rule nor

by communication. The majority of the remaining 36% voted for taking only the two

lower amounts. A potential interpretation for this is that the subjects somehow share

the expected payoff with the donation agency; given that each amount is paid out with

the same probability of one third.

—————————- INSERT TABLE V ABOUT HERE —————————-

Table V shows results for Fisher’s exact tests for the comparison of the five treat-

ments. Thereby, we aggregate over all amounts. Coefficients in cells are the p-values

for the differences between the numbers of participants voting for and against transfers.

Coefficients significant at least at the 5% level are bold. All results in table II as well as

in table V below are qualitatively the same when we use instead the Wilcoxon rank-sum

(Mann-Whitney) test or a simple t-test.

As subjects may reduce their perceived responsibility from voting for a transfer

for one amount by voting against a transfer for another amount, one might question
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whether adding over all amounts is appropriate when testing for significance. The

tables in Appendix D therefore consider each amount separately. Results are then most

pronounced for the intermediate amount of 50 ECU, and the same comparisons are

significant. The differences among the treatments are lowest for the highest amount as,

in all treatments, many subjects voted against a transfer for 100 ECU.

Most importantly, Hypothesis 1 on the impact of the unanimity requirement for ac-

tual transfers is largely supported by the data: Considering both unanimity treatments,

the frequency of subjects voting for transfers is highly significantly larger than under

the two majority treatments (Fisher’s exact test value is less than 0.001). Furthermore,

Hypothesis 2 that the frequency of subjects voting for a transfer exceeds the frequency

in the single decision making case is also supported (Fisher’s exact test value is less

than 0.001).

For the reasons discussed in the model section, we had no hypothesis for the com-

parison of majority voting to single decision making. Fisher’s exact test value is 0.297

when considering both majority treatments, but shrinks to 0.081 when comparing single

decision making to the majority rule with communication. Thus, there is some slight

evidence that majority rules with communication lead to more votes for violating the

norm.

Recall that the three parts of Hypothesis 3 concern the impact of communication

in groups (decisions are still made independently). Hypothesis 3a needs to be rejected

as there is no difference in the frequency of subjects voting for a transfer when compar-

ing both treatments with communication to both treatments without communication

(Fisher’s exact test value is 0.766). As seen above, however, the impact of communica-

tion differs largely between the two voting rules; with a reduction from 82.5% to 74.6%

under the unanimity rule (Fisher’s exact test value is 0.197) and in increase from 44.4%

to 56.5% under the majority rule (Fisher’s exact test value is 0.102). The Fisher’s exact

test for the difference-in-difference confirms that the impact of communication is highly

significantly different for the two voting rules (Fisher’s exact test value is 0.005). This

supports Hypothesis 3b, which was mainly based on the assumption that communication

reduces the perceived diffusion of responsibility under the unanimity rule.
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Hypothesis 3c states that the percentage of groups in which both members vote

identically increases through communication. Table VI shows the distribution of votes

in the four group treatments; aggregated over all three amounts.

—————————- INSERT TABLE VI ABOUT HERE —————————-

Under the unanimity rule, the reduction in the frequency of disagreements through

communication is insignificant (19.3% compared to 24.6%, Fisher’s exact test value is

0.424). This can partially be attributed to the fact that the percentage of subjects

voting for a transfer is already very high without communication, so that there is not

much room left for a coordination device. By contrast, Hypothesis 3c is supported

for the majority rule where 83.3% of participants submit identical votes after having

communicated; compared to only 48.1% without communication (Fisher’s exact test

value is less than 0.000). Thus, the data supports findings by Kocher et al. (2017)

that communication serves as a coordination device for decisions which are then taken

independently.

—————————- INSERT TABLE VII ABOUT HERE —————————-

We next analyze whether our treatment effects hold when we add control variables.

Table VII shows results for probit-models on intended transfers, where the majority

rule with communication serves as reference category. All results are qualitatively the

same for logit- and linear probability models. Model (1) shows that the difference of

100 ECU to the reference category of 50 ECU is significantly negative at the 1%-level,

and it can easily be checked that the same holds for the difference to 20 ECU. By

contrast, there is no significant difference for the two lower amounts. In line with the

non-parametric tests, model (2) shows that votes for transfers are significantly more

likely for both unanimity treatments. All reported coefficients are average marginal

effects of all covariates; results with marginal effects at means are qualitatively the

same.

In model (3), we add control variables, which drive the coefficient for the unanimity

setting with communication insignificant. In this setting, males vote for a transfer

more often than females, so that part of the effect is absorbed by the male dummy

which is significantly positive at the 5%-level. This is in line with other experiments
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on the violation of social norms which often find some, however small and not always

significant, gender differences [see Erat and Gneezy (2012); Conrads et al. (2013, 2014);

Abeler et al. (2014); Dato and Nieken (2014) and Muehlheusser et al. (2015) for group

treatments].

Furthermore, life satisfaction is negative at the 1%-significance level, which supports

the intuition that less happy people are more inclined to violate moral norms. In line

with our Hypothesis 4, the dummy variable on trust to SOS Kinderdorf is highly signif-

icant.19 As mentioned, however, the coefficient needs to be interpreted with caution as

we cannot exclude that participants who vote for taking the money rationalize their own

behavior by claiming that they do not trust the donation agency anyway; i.e. reversed

causation cannot be excluded.

So far, we have compared the frequency of votes, which can be interpreted as intended

transfers. Due to the different consequences of disagreements under the majority and

the unanimity rule, we next consider the frequency of transfers. This is instructive as

it shows whether the higher frequency of participants voting for a transfer under the

unanimity rule (over)compensates for the fact that the transfer probability is zero in case

of disagreements. Recall that the actual payments to the participants are determined by

a random draw when they disagree in the majority rule. For our analysis, however, it is

more informative to calculate the expected frequency of transfers by using a probability

of 50% as this avoids noise from the random draw.

—————————- INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE —————————-

Figure 2 summarizes the frequencies of expected transfers; again separated for the

five treatments and by the three amounts (see table VIII for the exact numbers in all

treatments and for all amounts). Table IX below shows which of the differences are

significant in Fisher’s exact tests.

—————————- INSERT TABLE VIII ABOUT HERE —————————-

The most striking result is that, even though the unanimity rule reduces the transfer

probability in case of disagreement from 50% to zero, the expected transfer frequency

is significantly higher (Fisher’s exact test value is 0.022) in the unanimity treatments
19The variable is dichotomous as we asked only whether participants trust or do not trust the agency.
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(73.7%) compared to the majority treatments (56.9%). Thus, the requirement of una-

nimity backfires to such a large degree that it even leads to a higher expected overall

frequency of transfers.

—————————- INSERT TABLE IX ABOUT HERE —————————-

In line with our findings for votes, the result is mainly driven by the unanimity

treatment without communication. In fact, the actual transfer probability in the una-

nimity treatment without communication is significantly lower than in the one with

communication (Fisher’s exact test value is 0.058). By contrast to the comparison of

votes, the comparison of actual transfers to the single decision treatment is insignificant

for all group treatments due to the countervailing facts that subjects vote less often for

transfers which then, however, are executed with certainty.

5 Conclusion

We analyze how the frequency of subjects voting for taking money designated for do-

nation is influenced by groups, voting rules and communication. Based on previous

findings in laboratory experiments on the violation of moral norms and theoretical

models by Falk and Tirole (2016) and Rothenhäusler et al. (2018), we develop a sim-

ple behavioral model in which subjects (i) care about monetary externalities caused by

their behavior, (ii) face internal costs from violating the norm which are decreasing in

the probability that the partner could have prevented the immoral outcome and (iii)

have moral concerns vis-à-vis partners moral partners. Our model predicts that the

frequency of subjects voting for a transfer of money is higher under the unanimity rule

than under the majority rule, which is strongly supported by our data. The effect is so

large that even the actual expected transfer frequency is maximal under the unanimity

rule, so that individual veto rights implemented for reducing norm violations backfire

to a large degree. A similar result emerges for the comparison of the unanimity rule

to single decision making. By contrast, we find no significant difference between the

majority rule and single decision making. Our most important additional findings are

that communication increases the percentage of identical votes and reduces the differ-
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ence between the unanimity rule and the majority rule. These results suggest that

communication serves as a coordination device, but reduces the self-comforting excuse

that the partner could have prevented the immoral outcome with certainty due to her

veto power. Furthermore, the highest amount of 100 ECU is taken less often, while

there is no significant difference between the two lower amounts. Many participants

vote for taking the money either just once or twice, which indicates that compromising

with the donation agency reduces moral costs. This is in line with results from die roll

experiments that often find partial lying (see the meta-study in Abeler et al. (2018),

but there are also papers which rather suggest a fixed cost of lying [see Kajackaite and

Gneezy (2017) and Benistant and Villeval (2017)].

Concerning our design, the following extensions seem worthwhile: First, recall that

the two group members decide independently even in the communication setting. The

first worthwhile extension could be to let them first state their intended votes indepen-

dently, and then require them to act in concert by submitting just one final decision.

This would provide information on whether those in favor or against violating the norm

dominate the final decision in case of initial disagreement.

As the second extension, it would be interesting to see what changes when consid-

ering sequential instead of simultaneous votes. In Gino et al. (2013b), participants can

decide whether misreporting private information can be detected or not. In one treat-

ment, they find that second movers tend to mimic the first movers’ decisions. Following

the literature on social conformity [Charness and Dufwenberg (2006); Diekmann et al.

(2015)], which argues that the willingness to violate rules increases in the perceived

percentage of other people doing the same, one would expect the percentage of dis-

agreements to shrink (similar to what we find on the impact of communication). This

would then further reduce the difference between the unanimity and the majority rule.

The third extension could build on a theoretical model by Bouton et al. (2017) which

shows that, in case of incomplete information, rules where voters have three possibilities

(”yes”, ”no”, or ”veto”) outperform simple unanimity rules.20 In our setting with groups
20The reason is that this increases the decision space of voters whose signals are not highly informa-

tive. These voters would optimally veto a decision in case of a unanimity rule, but switch to a simple
”no” in case they can choose between ”no” and ”veto”.
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of just two, this would mean that subjects can decide whether they have a veto right

or not. We view this as the most interesting extension as it allows analyzing whether

those who are opposed to taking the money are willing to ”discipline” their partners by

vetoing transfers instead of just voting ”no”.21

Fourth, our setting with only two persons simplifies the communication and makes

the design easily understandable for the participants, but it requires implementing a

50%-probability in case of disagreement in the majority rule. This is special in the sense

that it creates uncertainty on the final outcome when the votes of the two participants

differ. It would hence be interesting to see what changes when increasing the number of

participants to three (or to any other uneven number). The ”only” difference between

the unanimity and the majority rule is then that anyone can be pivotal, depending on

the votes of other group members. This makes the perception of reduced responsibility

more involved.

Fifth, our setting could be extended to the impact of group identity. While Benistant

and Villeval (2017) find no effect in a contest setting, the willingness to vote for taking

the money may well increase if group identity is higher. However, there is a counter-

vailing effect as group identity may also increase social image concerns. As the overall

effect thus seems a priori unclear, this seems to be a worthwhile extension.

While a donation setting seems suitable for analyzing our research question, it would

be interesting to see to which extend our results are domain-specific or carry over to

other norm violations. Transferring our voting rules to lying experiments would mean

that two participants forming a group never get the high payoff if just one reports a high

outcome under the unanimity rule, but with probability one half under the majority

rule. Re-running our experiment in the lying framework seems interesting as, in the

latter, there are no real externalities, so that the norm is substantiated on rule-based

or deontological reasoning, and not grounded in utilitarianism.
21One could also reverse our setting by assuming that subjects have the right to veto the compliance

with the norm, so that the violation of the norm would be the default in case of disagreement.
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